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bulk water

hydrophilic (water-loving) material

EZ
water

A reader's guide to the species that lurk 

within the mysterious aqueous Domain 

The standard collection of water 
molecules, whose arrangement is 
still debated.

The familiar water molecule, 
composed of two hydrogen 
atoms and one oxygen atom.

Water Molecule Bulk Water

Exclusion Zone (EZ)

The “exclusion zone” (EZ), the unexpectedly large zone of water 
that forms next to many submersed materials, got its name 
because it excludes practically everything. The EZ contains a 
lot of charge, and its character differs from that of bulk water. 
Sometimes it is referred to as water’s fourth phase.

a bestiary
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-2
+1

+1

H2O net charge = 0

The water molecule is neutral.  
Oxygen has a charge of minus two, 
while each of the hydrogen atoms 
has a plus one charge. 

Water Molecule Charge

Protons latch onto water molecules 
to form hydronium ions. Imagine a 
positively charged water molecule and 
you’ve got a hydronium ion. Charged 
species like hydronium ions are highly 
mobile and can wreak much havoc. 

Hydronium Ion

Electrons and protons are the elementary units of 
charge. They attract one another because one is 
positive and the other is negative. Electrons and 
protons play central roles in water’s behavior — 
more than you might think.

Electron and Proton
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oxygen
hydrogen

EZ layers
material

bulk waterEZ water

This battery comprises the exclusion 
zone and the bulk water zone beyond. 
The respective zones are oppositely 
charged, and the separation is sustained, 
as in an ordinary battery.

Radiant energy charges the battery. The 
energy comes from the sun and other 
radiant sources. The water absorbs 
these energies and uses them to charge 
the battery.

The honeycomb sheet is the EZ’s 
unitary structure. Sheets stack 
parallel to the material surface to 
build the EZ.

Interfacial Battery Radiant Energy

Honeycomb Sheet

The atomic structure of ice closely 
resembles the atomic structure of 
the exclusion zone. This similarity is 
beyond coincidence: one transforms 
readily into the other.

Ice
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liquid vapor

The water droplet consists of an EZ 
shell that envelops bulk water.  The two 
components have opposite charges.

The bubble is structured like the droplet, 
except that it has a gaseous interior. 
Commonly, that gas is water vapor.

Since droplets and bubbles are similarly constructed, 
we introduce the generic label: vesicle. A vesicle can be 
a droplet or a bubble, depending on the phase of the 
water inside.  When a droplet absorbs enough energy, 
it can become a bubble.

Droplet Bubble

Vesicle

11



Fig. 1.1 What keeps the water from 
dribbling out of the Jell-O?

Fig. 1.2 What directs the rising water 
vapor to specific locations?

Fig. 1.3 Near-central clear zone 
in microsphere suspension. Why 
does the microsphere-free cylinder 
appear spontaneously?

microsphere-free
zone

12



Fig. 1.4 The water-bridge. A bridge 
made of water spans the gap 
between two water-filled beakers. 
What sustains the bridge?

Fig. 1.5 Water droplets persist on 
water surface for some time. Why?

Fig. 1.6 The Kelvin water-dropper 
demonstration. Rising water levels 
create a high-voltage discharge. 
Why does this happen?

13



oxygen

hydrogen

Fig. 2.1  Artist’s sketch of the water 
molecule.

Fig. 2.2  Interaction among water 
molecules. The nature of the interac-
tion is not well understood.
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Fig. 2.3  Proposed structure of 
liquid water, from Rustum Roy and 
colleagues. Clusters are outlined in 
black.

Fig. 2.4  The specter of polywater.
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Fig. 2.5  An embarrassment to 
French science?

16



gel

water

water plus 
microspheres

Fig. 3.1  Microspheres are common 
tools for scientists.

Fig. 3.2  Schematic diagram illustrat-
ing the microsphere-free zone just 
inside the gel tunnel.

17



Fig. 3.3  Jian-ming “Jim” Zheng.

gel
surface

gel EZ

EZ

EZ

100 µm

10 seconds

2 minutes

5 minutes

Fig. 3.4  Microsphere-exclusion zone 
(EZ) next to a gel surface. The zone 
grows with time and then remains 
relatively stable after about five 
minutes.

18



counter-ions

charged surface

Fig. 3.5  Standard double-layer 
theory. Charged surface (left) is 
expected to attract counter-ions of 
opposite polarity, as shown. Those 
counter-ions then attract a diffuse 
cloud of opposite charges, etc. An 
observer sitting in the water at a 
site far from the interface should not 
sense the neutralized surface.

EZ

100 µm

zinc

Fig. 3.6  Exclusion zone next to zinc, 
from reference 5. Green color results 
from using a green filter in the 
microscope.

microspheres
excluded

100 µm

Fig. 3.7  Microspheres excluded from 
the vicinity of a charged gel bead, as 
seen in an optical microscope. (Color 
arises because of microscope filter.) 
We positioned the bead on a glass 
surface and added the microsphere 
suspension. The EZ grew with time 
to the extent shown.
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pole-shaped
EZ projection extends

for one meter

EZ

gel

clip

plug

1 cm

Fig. 3.8  Long EZ projection. The disc-
like gel creates a disc-like EZ that 
wedges into a long pole-like projec-
tion. The projection can extend at 
least one meter. 

EZ EZ

EZ

EZ

muscle

(d) 10 seconds

(c)

(b)

(a)

120 seconds 200 seconds

60 seconds

gel

monolayer

EZ

200 µm

200 µm

200 µm

50 µm

Fig. 3.9  Examples of microsphere-
excluding zones, viewed in an optical 
microscope. (a) polyacrylic acid gel; 
(b) muscle; (c) a self-assembled
monolayer on gold. (d) Nafion
polymer, time series.
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Fig. 3.10  Range of excluded 
substances. 
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Fig. 3.11  Albert Szent-Györgyi in his 
later years. 

Fig. 3.12  Gilbert Ling in his earlier 
years.
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Nafion water
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Fig. 3.13a  Measurement of light 
absorption. Moving the cuvette 
laterally allowed us to interrogate 
water at various distances from the 
Nafion surface.

Fig. 3.13b Absorption spectrum 
measured at various distances from 
the Nafion-water interface. Decreas-
ing distances range from green to 
red. Numbers attached to each curve 
denote actual distances.
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200 µm

Nafion

Fig. 3.14  Triangular specimen of 
Nafion in water examined using 
infrared absorption. Color differenc-
es indicate differences of absorption. 
Blue is lowest.

1 mm

Nafion

water

EZ

Fig. 3.15  Infrared emission image 
of Nafion next to water. Sample was 
equilibrated at room temperature. 
Black band running horizontally 
across the middle of the image cor-
responds to the expected location of 
the exclusion zone.

tu
be

 w
al

l
water

gel

200 µm

EZ

Fig. 3.16  MRI map of relaxation 
times. The lower half of a capillary 
tube was filled with polyvinyl alcohol 
gel, while the upper half was filled 
with water. The dark band, cor-
responding to the gel’s EZ, indicates 
more molecular restriction. 
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Fig. 3.17  Viscous character of the 
EZ (shaded). We measured viscosity 
in water at various heights above a 
Nafion surface (red curve). Control 
(green curve) was obtained with a 
surface exhibiting little or no exclu-
sion zone. 

Fig. 3.18  Maewan Ho.
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Fig. 3.19  Freshly hatched Dro-
sophila larva under the polarizing 
light microscope set up to optimize 
detection of liquid crystalline phases 
based on interference colors. The 
colors indicate that essentially all the 
molecules, including the water, are 
aligned; the particular colors depend 
on the orientation of the molecular 
alignment and their degree of 
birefringence.

500 µm

no
order

more
ordered

Nafion

Fig. 3.20  Arrowhead-shaped piece 
of Nafion sheet (delineated by 
broken line) in water, examined 
using polarizing microscopy. Blue 
color indicates a random orientation 
of molecules; red (see scale at right) 
indicates the highest degree of 
molecular ordering. 
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Fig. 4.1  Boris Derjaguin, pioneering 
Russian chemist.

Fig. 4.2  The specter of the cold war.
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electropositive
region

electronegative
region

DIPOLE
Fig. 4.3  Textbook structure of the 
water molecule (left), showing 
cones of negativity and the region 
of positivity creating a tetrahedral 
shape. The separated charges are 
commonly represented as a simple 
dipole (right). 

Fig. 4.4  Stacked dipole model of 
water ordering. Some loss of order 
might occur with increasing distance 
from the surface because of ther-
mally induced motions.
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Fig. 4.5  Structural model of common 
ice viewed from two different angles. 
Oxygen atoms are red. Hydrogen 
atoms (not shown) lie midway along 
the lines connecting the oxygen 
atoms. Interplanar protons (blue, 
bottom) link every other oxygen. The 
linkages create a pucker, which makes 
the arrangement of atoms seem less 
planar and more tetrahedral.
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(a) PAA Gel

(b) Nafion

Fig. 4.6  Experimental setup used for 
measuring the electrical properties 
of the exclusion zone. Reference 
electrode at right.

Fig. 4.7  Electrical potentials mea-
sured near a polyacrylic acid gel (a), 
and a Nafion sheet (b). The zone of 
negativity correlates with the width 
of the EZ, which differs in the two 
cases.
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Fig. 4.8  Measuring the pH of water 
next to an immersed gel. The gel 
occupies an appreciable fraction of 
the beaker’s volume.

Fig. 4.9  Molecular structure of 
polywater, proposed by Lippincott 
and colleagues. Oxygen molecules 
denoted by open circles, hydrogens 
solid. Sheets stack to yield volumet-
ric structure. 
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Fig. 4.10  Computation of the net 
charge of each hexagonal unit.  
To make the count, represent  
each atom as a sliceable pie; then 
count all the pie fractions lying 
within a given hexagon, taking  
care to remember that the oxygen 
pie’s charge is minus two while  
the hydrogen’s is plus one. The 
resulting ratio of hydrogen to oxygen 
is 3:2, and the net charge is of the 
hexagon is -1.
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(a)

2 µm

100 nm

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.11  Protein-encapsulated 
water. Encapsulation produces 
spheres (a) seen in the scanning 
electron microscope, and geometric 
figures (b) seen in the transmission 
electron microscope. Diffraction 
pattern (c) obtained from geometric 
figure shows hexagonal order.
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(b)(a)

Fig. 4.12  Shifting one plane relative 
to another puts opposite charges 
next to one another, creating attrac-
tions.

Fig. 4.13  Possible plane-stacking 
arrangemnts involving linear shifts. 
Only the shift shown in the right 
panel yields a stable structure with 
overlapping opposite charges.
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Fig. 4.14  Shifting successive planes 
by 60° yields a helical structure.

layers

4
3
2
1

Fig. 4.15  Buildup of honeycomb 
planes from bulk water. Hydrophilic 
surface nucleates EZ growth, which 
progresses layer by layer.
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Fig. 4.16  Diminishing planar charge. 
The example shows how removal of 
oxygen atoms from the hexagonal 
lattice can occur without impairing 
structural integrity.

200 µm

EZ

+
pos.
bead

200 µm

-
neg.
bead

EZ

Fig. 4.17  EZs surround both nega-
tively and positively charged beads.
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Fig. 4.18  Electrical potentials 
recorded next to cationic and anionic 
beads.

Fig. 4.19  Stacked dipole model may 
lead to wobbling and disorder (left); 
however, disorder is minimized 
when elements interconnect to form 
extensive planar structures (right).
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time (seconds)

pH

1 mm
from
Nafion

5 mm
from
Nafion

10 mm
from
Nafion

Nafion

Fig. 5.1  Time course of pH change 
following the addition of water to a 
sheet of Nafion. We measured the 
pH at three points, as indicated. The 
pattern suggests a progressively 
rising wave of protons. 
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EZ

hydrophilic surface

1 mm

EZ

Nafion H+

H+

H+

Fig. 5.2  Protons generated at the 
leading edge of growing exclusion 
zone. 

Fig. 5.3  Proton distribution beyond 
the exclusion zone (viewing the 
wide face of a narrow chamber). 
This image, obtained shortly after 
pouring water with pH-sensitive dye 
solution into the chamber, shows 
that the EZ excludes the dye. The pH 
value immediately beyond the EZ is 
3 or below (red-orange), indicating 
numerous protons. The expect-
edly higher proton concentration 
abutting the EZ lies beyond the dye’s 
detection range.
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(a) 
Nafion tube filled with water

EZ

protons

(b)

protonated
water

fresh
water Nafion tube

Fig. 5.4  (a) Annular EZ releases 
protons to core. (b) Passing fresh 
water through the tube sweeps out 
the released protons.

negatively 
charged 
spheres

least
concentrated

most
concentrated

(a)

least
concentrated

most
concentrated

positively 
charged 
spheres

(b)
Fig. 5.5  Addition of microspheres 
alters water’s pH. (a) Carboxylate 
microspheres, 1 µm diameter. 
Increasing microsphere concentra-
tion changes dye color toward red, 
indicating lower pH. (b) Positively 
charged amino microspheres change 
dye color toward green, indicating 
higher pH. 
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Nafion
EZ

H+

Fig. 5.6  Similar to Figure 5.3, taken 
at a lower magnification and later 
time. Note zones of low pH (red) sur-
rounding each vertical EZ projection.
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775. Batteries Made From Water

Cellular Batteries: Nerves, Pain,and Anesthesia

Ouch! The stove is unexpectedly 
hot. You reflexively withdraw your hand 
in order to avoid the unpleasant conse-
quences that would otherwise follow. 

Nerves mediate that withdrawal: 
your nerves signal your brain to quickly 
pull your hand. That signaling mecha-
nism is electrically based: nerve cells 
bear negative charge, while the regions 
outside those cells are positively charged. Noxious stimuli 
trigger a local discharge that propagates along the nerve 
to your brain. Thus, charge separation is a central feature 
of nerve-signal transmission; each nerve behaves like a 
dischargeable battery.

How does this separation of charge occur? According 
to the prevailing view, the nerve cell membrane contains 
ion pumps and channels that perform this function, leav-
ing the inside of the cell negative and the outside 
positive. My last book challenged that view.

An alternative view suggests that the charge separation 
arises from water. As we have seen, any water lying next to 
a charged or hydrophilic surface becomes EZ water; since 
cells pack charged surfaces so densely inside, most cell 
water is EZ water. With EZ water predominating, cell nega-
tivity could merely reflect EZ negativity.

Beyond explaining cellular negativity, the EZ hypoth-
esis also explains the negativity of gels: gels commonly 
exhibit large negative potentials similar to those of cells; 

yet they lack any membrane that could 
pump ions. Thus, in this light, membranes 
seem almost irrelevant. If EZ water (rather 
than the putative membrane-based mech-
anism) powers the electrical activity of the 
cell, the observation that cells, including 
nerve cells, can often survive being 
sliced in half seems less paradoxical. 

If the EZ battery underlies the capacity 
to transmit signals, then eliminating the battery should 
eliminate the signals; the brain should never get the mes-
sage. Local anesthetics do just that: the pain sensation 
never makes it to your brain. This action provides an 
experimental testing tool: if the EZ underlies signaling, 
then anesthetics should wipe out the EZ.

To test this hypothesis, we set up a standard EZ and 
added a local anesthetic. Clinical concentrations of either 
lidocaine or bupivacaine reversibly diminished EZ size in 
a concentration-dependent manner (see figure below). 
Local anesthetics do indeed wipe out the EZ, as we antici-
pated. This result might not surprise those who have read 
the old literature; after all, Linus Pauling, the legendary 
20th century chemist, suggested something similar: 
an intimate link between anesthetic action and water. 

Beyond the mechanism of anesthesia, these observa-
tions imply something fundamental: an EZ basis for the 
cell’s electrical features. It will be interesting to see whether 
additional research can confirm that the negative potential 
of the cell arises from the negative charge of the EZ.
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Fig. 5.7  Current flow from separated 
charges in EZ and the water beyond. 
Current begins flowing immediately 
after immersing electrodes, main-
taining a nonzero plateau value for 
an extended period of time.
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Fig. 5.8  Time course of pH-dye dis-
tribution as current flows between 
wire electrodes immersed in a water 
bath containing pH-sensitive dye. 
Orange corresponds to low pH, 
purple to high pH.

initial state

high pH
low pH

Fig. 5.9  Time course of pH-dye dis-
tribution as current flows between 
wire electrodes immersed in a water 
bath containing pH-sensitive dye. 
Orange corresponds to low pH, 
purple to high pH.
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EZ water bulk water

Fig. 5.10  Diagrammatic representa-
tion of the EZ water battery. Hydro-
philic surface at left. The separated 
charges are deliverable.

EZ

EZ

100 µm

100 µm

Fig. 6.1  Exclusion zone adjacent to 
Nafion. Top: control. Bottom: follow-
ing several minutes of exposure to 
light.
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Fig. 6.2  Effect of incident light 
wavelength on EZ growth. EZ size 
ratio (ordinate) refers to EZ size at 
the end of a five-minute exposure 
to light, relative to its size before 
adding light. For technical reasons, 
data on the right side were obtained 
with low-intensity light sources. 
Intensities similar to those used for 
obtaining the data on the left would 
have elevated the graph, as esti-
mated by the dashed curve above.
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15 minutes in dewar

15 minutes out of dewar

control 200 µm

EZ

EZ

Nafion

Fig. 6.3  Reducing incident infrared 
energy diminishes EZ size. Extracting 
the chamber returns the EZ size to its 
original value.
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Fig. 6.4  Even in the dark, infrared 
energy is freely available.

Fig. 6.5  Infrared image obtained 
in darkness. Brighter colors denote 
relatively high intensities.
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Fig. 6.6  Input energy may dissociate 
water molecules from one another.
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dangling 
hydrogenFig. 6.7  Building the exclusion zone. 

Freed water molecules draw toward 
the exposed EZ layer because EZ 
surface charges attract opposite 
charges on the water molecule. 
Following attachment, a hydrogen 
atom dangles.
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Fig. 6.8  Electron cloud shifts as 
water bonds to lattice. The shift 
frees the dangling proton.

electron
cloud

freed 
hydrogen(b)(a) (c)
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Fig. 6.9  Building order requires 
considerable energy input. Creating 
the original mess requires much less 
energy.

Fig. 6.10  Jagged outer reaches of 
the exclusion zone. Hydronium ions 
penetrate the valleys between the 
mountain peaks because of attrac-
tion to negative charges.
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water
hydronium

Fig. 6.11  Natural erosion of exclu-
sion zone. Combining a hydronium 
ion with one EZ structural unit 
extracts that unit from the lattice, 
resulting in two water molecules.
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Fig. 6.12  Life at the deep bottom. 
Brine pool eel, a creature of the 
deep sea floor, taken in the Gulf of 
California. Courtesy NOAA. Wikipe-
dia commons.

Fig. 6.13  Adding elements to the 
lattice. Repulsion notwithstanding, 
elements remain bound together by 
the “puzzle-piece” interlocks.
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Fig. 7.1  Vladimir Voeikov, in his 
office, ruminating on his next  
experiment. 

Fig. 7.2  Italian scientist Giorgio 
Piccardi (1895 – 1972).
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Fig. 7.3  (a) Light emission recorded 
from water containing bicarbonate 
ions and enhanced by dissolved 
luminol. Note the periodic inten-
sity variation. (b) Similar to (a) but 
recorded during an eclipse of the 
moon.
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Fig. 7.4  Relief valve. A continuous 
release of energy assures that 
the system never overloads and 
explodes.

Fig. 7.5  Aqueous solutions can 
produce practically eternal light 
output.
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Fig. 7.6  Salt water exposed to 
electromagnetic energy. The 
solution catches fire.

EZ bulk water

Fig. 7.7  Electrical energy generated 
from electrodes placed in the EZ and 
in the zone beyond.
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 Nafion tube

continuous flowFig. 7.9  Practically incessant flow 
occurs through hydrophilic tubes 
immersed in water.

Fig. 7.8  Water clock. The underlying 
principles differ from those that 
electrochemists might surmise 
(see Chapter 12).
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EZ

tube wall(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7.10  Mechanism of intratubular 
flow. The key element is the hydroni-
um-ion buildup in the tube core, and 
its escape to the water outside.
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Fig. 7.12  A gel bead (top view) 
positioned in a chamber containing 
water and microspheres generates 
a consistent flow pattern around the 
bead. 

200 µm

inside
tube

outside
tube

tube
wallEZ

EZ

flow

Fig. 7.11  Inward flow produced by 
hole punched in the wall of a Nafion 
tube. View is from top of chamber. 
The inwardly flowing microsphere 
suspension moves towards the two 
open ends of the tube.

200 µm

EZ

bead

Fig. 7.13  Energetic pathways within 
water. The conventional pathway is 
heating; the newly revealed path-
way is the creation of deliverable 
potential energy. This latter pathway 
may be the generic first step in 
photosynthesis.

radiant energy

increases 
temperature 

(conventional)

imparts energy for 
building order and 
separating charge
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Fig. 7.14  Water transduces energy. 

O U T P U T

radiant energy 
builds order and 
separates charge

physicochemical
energy

optical
energy

electrical
energy

mechanical
energy

radiant energy
(other than optical)

Fig. 8.1  Negatively charged particles 
may attract if enough positive 
charges lie in between.
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Fig. 8.2  Milk is a common example 
of a colloidal suspension.

Fig. 8.3  Eventual distribution of 
latex particles: 0.4 µm in diam-
eter, 2% concentration in 
aqueous suspension.

4 hours2 hours

Fig. 8.4  Microspheres draw together 
over time, leaving large voids that 
contain no microspheres. Frame 
width: 10 µm.
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(a) DLVO Theory
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(b) actual findings

Fig. 8.5  Norio Ise receiving Japan’s 
highest science prize. Emperor and 
Empress at left. Courtesy Japan 
Academy of Science.

Fig. 8.6  Contrasting charge dis-
tributions. (a) Charge distribution 
presumed for DLVO theory, where 
counter-ions gather next to charged 
surface. (b) Charge distribution 
measured experimentally. 
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Fig. 8.7  Experimental technique 
used to unstick beads from floor. 
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Fig. 8.8  Bead separation as a 
function of time. Beads move 
progressively closer. Pictures above 
correspond to data points beneath.
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(a) (b) Fig. 8.9  Spherical particles immersed 
in water. (a) Diagram showing 
surrounding charges. (b) Negatively 
charged bead (dark) immersed in 
water with pH dye. Lighter region 
around the dark sphere is the EZ, 
which excludes pH dye. Intensely red 
region beyond indicates low pH, or 
high concentration of protons.

Fig. 8.10  Expected distribution of 
charge when two spheres lie near 
one another. The positives in the 
middle do not significantly disperse 
because of their attraction to EZ 
negativity.
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(a)

20 sec
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(b)
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Fig. 8.11  Unlike charges situated 
between like-charged spheres. (a) 
Dye shows region of low pH (numer-
ous protons or hydronium ions) in 
between two negatively charged 
beads. At right, pH scale. (b) Region 
of high pH (negative charges) lying 
between two positively charged 
beads. Negative charges sometimes 
coalesced into bridge-like structures, 
as seen here. In all images, fluid 
drift moves the unlike intermediates 
slightly off center. 
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Fig. 8.12  Stable points for smaller 
(top) and larger particles (bottom). 
End points occur when attractions 
balance repulsions. 

hydration

Fig. 8.13  Similar hydration of 
molecule and particle implies that 
dissolution and suspension are 
similar in principle.
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Fig. 8.14  Like-unlike forces glue sand 
particles together.

Fig. 8.15  Opposites can come 
together under the right circum-
stances.
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Fig. 9.1  Robert Brown 
(1773 – 1858). Fig. 9.2  Origin of Brownian motion 

according to Einstein. Water 
molecules continually bombard the 
particle with mechanical energy. 
That energy produces movement.
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Fig. 9.4  Microsphere displacements 
measured over a fixed period of time 
at different incident light intensities. 
Higher light intensities diminish 
displacements. 

Fig. 9.3  Brownian motion, described 
as the walk of a drunken sailor.
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flow

growth

Fig. 9.5  Radiant energy produces 
work in plants and in water; the two 
processes are conceptually similar. 
By processing input energy, both 
operate out of equilibrium. 

Fig. 9.6  Incident energy generates 
motions, which can be random or 
coordinated, in the absence (left), or 
the presence (right) of a director.
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Fig. 9.7  More intense incident 
energy (from upper right) should 
yield an asymmetric charge distribu-
tion. This asymmetry gives rise to a 
net electrostatic force, moving the 
object and its EZ in the direction of 
maximum incident energy.

Fig. 9.8  Asymmetric exclusion zone 
around a gel bead, resulting from 
incident light coming from top right.
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ribbon deflects as EZ grows
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Fig. 9.9  EZ deflection toward 
protons. (a) Nafion tube mounted 
on ribbon face; (b) ribbon deflecting 
toward protons; (c) measured time 
course of deflection.
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microspheres

Fig. 9.10  Light-induced attraction of 
microspheres. Light shines through 
a hole in an aluminum mask. After 
some time, microspheres in the 
chamber beneath the mask gather 
at the center of the hole.

Fig. 9.11  Bacterial cells and particles 
move toward the point of highest 
light intensity.
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Fig. 9.12  Microsphere-free zone in 
a beaker (viewed from above). Run-
ning from top to bottom, the clear 
zone appears near the center of the 
aqueous microsphere suspension.

EZ

1 cm

Fig. 9.13  Light-induced deflection 
of microsphere-free zone. This EZ 
projects from a nucleating surface 
positioned off to the left. The light 
beam projects from bottom to top. 
Microspheres drawn toward the 
light cause the EZ to shift oppositely.
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Fig. 9.14  Charge distributions 
surrounding microspheres in suspen-
sion. Arrows denote anticipated 
directions of movement of negative 
particles toward positive-charge 
maxima. Directions will continually 
change as particles move.
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Einstein’s
Theory of Brownian Motion

Einstein’s original equation described the diffusion 
constant, D, of a particle in a fluid:

where kb is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute 
temperature, η is the fluid viscosity, and a is the 
particle radius.

From the value of D, one can calculate the 
displacement, x, over time as:

  x2 = 2Dt 

where x2 is the mean square distance traveled, 
and t is time. This equation lets us predict how far 
a particle should move in a given amount of time.

D =  
kb T

6πηa
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Fig. 9.15  Traces of particle move-
ment over a period of time, both 
within the ordered region (lower 
left) and outside the ordered 
region (upper right). From Dosho et 
al.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.16  (a) Einstein’s formulation 
emphasizes local influence. (b) The 
EZ formulation implies long-range 
influence.

Fig. 10.1  Common demonstration 
of water vortex.
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Fig. 10.2  Various sources of radiant 
energy. Radiant energy includes a 
broad array of wavelengths.

Fig. 10.3  Electromagnetic wave gen-
eration (simplified). Back-and-forth 
movement of the charge creates 
an oscillating electric field, which a 
sensor can pick up.
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in out

Fig. 10.4  Electromagnetic radiation 
passing through a complex medium. 
The character of the radiation 
may change. Total output energy 
need not equal input energy if the 
medium stores energy and uses it to 
produce work.

Fig. 10.5  Interior wall in a room 
situated just off a corridor. Observed 
with visible light (top) and with 
IR light (bottom). The IR image 
reveals details of the wall’s internal 
structure.
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Fig. 10.7  Your hand senses the 
amount of radiant energy coming 
from the water.

82

Fig. 10.6  IR image, obtained in the 
wavelength range 9–12 µm. Ground 
temperature, approximately 0 °C. 
Smokestack and treetops are visible 
at bottom. On the temperature scale 
provided by the camera manufac-
turer, distant cloud regions register 
hotter than 15 °C despite a sur-
rounding air temperature of minus 
20 °C. Thus, the temperature scale 
paradoxically implies a sustained 
temperature gradient of 35 °C.



Does Radiant Energy Carry Information?

Water emits radiant energy. Most of that energy comes from bulk water, but the EZ emits some energy 
as well. The wavelengths emitted from the EZ depend on its structure.

While the EZ structure has a generic aspect (Chapter 4), variants are anticipated. EZs build from 
surfaces with unique charge distributions. Those unique distributions will necessarily create variants of the 
generic EZ structure. Hence, the energy radiated from the EZ could contain surface-specific information.

If so, then EZ water may radiate information in the same way that TV 
station antennas radiate information. The radiated energy may be more 
than generic.

What happens when water absorbs the radiated energy? If the 
radiated energy contains information, then we might expect that 
information to become blurred or lost. However, if some of the 
energy’s vibratory modes induced new EZ structural variants, then 
some information could be retained. Any such retention would 
amount to nothing less than electromagnetically communicated 
structural information — a kind of water-based email.

While any such communication might seem farfetched at best, 
stunning reports from Nobelist Luc Montagnier have lent credence to 
this kind of information transmission (see figure). Montagnier 
claims to have successfully transmitted DNA-structural signals to 
water. He first created an aqueous suspension of sample DNA. Then he 
placed the suspension in a sealed flask next to a second, similarly sealed 
flask of water. The flasks stood next to one another for an extended 
period, while he exposed both to a source of ordinary electromagnetic 
energy.

The newly “informed” water in the second flask was then combined 
with the raw materials required for DNA synthesis. This procedure 
created new DNA. The sequence of that DNA was not random: it was 
the same as the sample DNA in the first flask. Even though the two flasks 
had been well sealed and never came into physical contact, the 
information evidently passed from one flask to the other.

Initial responses to Montagnier’s report have been skeptical. 
However, some scientists, persuaded by reports of electromagnetic 
transmission phenomena dating back to Gurwitsch almost a century 
ago and by the more recent work of Benveniste, are in hot pursuit. At 
this writing two labs claim that they could confirm Montagnier’s finding. 
It will be interesting to see what develops from these studies.

new DNA
matching   

iv.

DNA precursor 
material

iii.

electromagnetic
energy

information
 exchange

ii.

pure
water

sample
DNA

i.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10.8  Mixing substances with 
water can bring unexpected 
consequences.
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Fig. 10.9  UV-Vis spectrometer 
recording of 50:50 mixture of HCl 
and water. A peak appears at  
278 nm.
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Fig. 10.10  Ammonium persulfate 
dissolved in water. With increasing 
dilution (right to left), the area 
beneath the absorption peak 
diminishes.
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Fig. 10.11  Spectral measurements 
of vortexed water. Preliminary 
observations show EZ growth.

Fig. 11.1  Random walks will 
eventually lead to a statistically 
uniform distribution spread out over 
a defined space.
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Fig. 11.2  Diffusion of methylene 
blue dye. Chamber length 7.5 cm. 
In pure water, the dye diffuses as 
anticipated; in salt water (4 M KCl), 
the dye diffuses extremely rapidly. 

WATER

SALT WATER

1 second

1 hour

1 second

1 hour
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Fig. 11.3  Diffusion analogy. Diffusive 
movements are driven by external 
energy (top) and subject to agents of 
distraction (bottom).
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Fig. 11.4  Standard experimental 
setup for observing osmosis. The 
membrane can pass water, but  
not solutes. The water moves 
from the low solute concentration 
compartment to the high solute 
concentration compartment,  
raising the water level on the left.

watersalt water

Fig. 11.5  Standard osmosis experiment, 
with exclusion zones and protons 
distributed asymmetrically around 
the dividing membrane.

Fig. 11.6  Water fails to penetrate 
the EZ.
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50 μm

EZ

EZFig. 11.7  EZ breaches observed 
microscopically (left). To create the 
breaches, positive charges invade the 
negatively charged EZ, eroding it locally 
(right).

EZ

Fig. 11.8  EZ clustering against 
membrane draws hydronium ions 
leftward.
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Fig. 11.9  Summary of diffusion and 
osmosis mechanisms, illustrating 
common features.
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Fig. 11.10  Hydration-induced swell-
ing. Hydrophilic meshwork is initially 
dry (top). Adding water expands 
the meshwork (second panel). The 
unrolled meshwork is now ready for 
hand wiping (lower panels).
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Fig. 11.11  Sequence of infrared 
images of a water droplet spreading 
on a napkin. During the spread, the 
outer rim contains a “hot” region.
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Fig. 12.1  Friction analogy. When the 
upper “mountain range” slides past 
the lower one, the resistance creates 
friction.

Fig. 12.2  Water and friction. 
(a) Hydrophilic surfaces may contain
friction-generating asperities.
(b) With water lodged in between,
the surfaces are pushed apart by
repulsive forces between
hydronium ions.
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Fig. 12.3  Cracking rocks by 
exploiting hydration. 

ice

Fig. 12.4  Protons separate skate 
blade from hard ice. The repulsive 
charge confers low friction.
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(a) ice

(b) transition

note location of
protons (H+)

protons leave;
layers begin to realign

(c) EZ water

Fig. 12.5  The effect of pressure 
on ice. The pressure squeezes out 
protons, which converts the ice to 
EZ water. 
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Fig. 12.6  The unfortunate result of a 
low-temperature misadventure.

Fig. 12.7  The potato battery. 
Tomatoes work equally well, and if 
vegetables are out of season, then 
salt water can do the trick.

Fig. 12.8  Original pile developed 
by Volta.
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Fig. 12.9  Zinc-surface features. 
(a) Exclusion zone found next to zinc.
(b) Electrical potential within the EZ

reactive
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non-
reactive
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Fig. 12.10  Possible EZ-based produc-
tion of electrical energy in standard 
batteries. Absorbed electromag-
netic energy separates charge and 
thereby contributes to the current.
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catalyst
site of

catalysis

Fig. 12.11  EZ-based catalysis. 
The catalyst surface nucleates EZ 
growth, which results in proton 
(or OH-) release. The protons (or 
OH- groups) accelerate the target 
reaction.

Fig. 12.12  Possible EZ-based produc-
tion of electrical energy in standard 
batteries. Absorbed electromag-
netic energy separates charge and 
thereby contributes to the current.

continuous flow Fig. 12.13  “Spontaneous” flow 
through hydrophilic tubes.
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flowflow

Fig. 12.14  Sustained flow pathways 
around a hydrophilic sphere. 

Fig. 13.1  Bubbles eventually gather 
on the walls of plastic cups filled 
with water.

Fig. 13.2  Bubble guillotine sche-
matic. Attempts to slice submerged 
“bubbles” often proved futile; the 
bubble re-formed.
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Fig. 13.3  Water on a hot skillet.

Fig. 13.4  Droplet shape. The force of 
the distending pressure balances the 
inward force of membrane tension, 
promoting a spherical shape.

Fig. 13.5  Droplet growth by fusion. 
Multiple mini-droplets may coalesce 
to form larger droplets.

pressure
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Fig. 13.6  Microscopic view of 
droplet dissolution. A ten-microliter 
droplet of water was released onto 
water containing 1-µm carboxylate 
microspheres. A ring-like clear zone 
implies an EZ sheath surrounding the 
droplet.
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Fig. 13.7  UV-Vis spectra obtained 
from raindrops collected from two 
different rainfalls. A peak near 270 
nm is evident on the characteristic 
descending curves.

Fig. 13.8  Dried droplets, viewed in 
dark-field illumination. Left: spring 
water; middle: homeopathic prepara-
tion; right: dew droplet. Note blue 
color and concentric layering of shell.
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0.0075 PEAKFig. 13.9  Absorption spectra of 
water previously heated to just 
below boiling and allowed to cool to 
60 °C (blue). Red curve was obtained 
similarly, but water was first heated 
to boiling.
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Fig. 13.10  Surface bubbles tend 
towards ordered arrangements. 
Bubbles were created by pumping 
air into an aqueous detergent 
(TWEEN 20) solution. Scale in °C.
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Fig. 14.1  Stages of vesicle 
formation. Left: EZ grows layer by 
layer, and also laterally (arrows). 
Protons build positive charge 
beyond. Middle: EZ deflects because 
of attraction to positive charge. 
Red arrows indicate direction 
of deflection. Right: continued 
deflection creates vesicle.

nucleator

Fig. 14.2  Droplet roundness. 
Hydronium ions create pressure by 
pushing against the EZ wall. That 
pressure promotes roundness.

hydronium
ions
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Fig. 14.3  Vesicle expansion. To 
accommodate the pressure-induced 
expansion, EZ layers slide over one 
another to partially overlap. 

partial
overlap

droplet

bubble

Fig. 14.4  Droplet-to-bubble 
transition. Pressure expands the 
vesicle; water molecules experience 
reduced pressure, which may turn 
the liquid water into water vapor.
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Fig. 14.6  Infrared image of surface 
bubbles. Bubbles were created by 
blowing air into a surfactant solution 
(TWEEN 20/water). Bubble interior 
(orange) generates more infrared 
energy than the exterior (blue). 
Darkness of thin bubble boundaries 
is expected — EZs generate little 
infrared energy. Scale in °C.

Fig. 14.5  Results of boiling 
experiments. Blue curve indicates 
pH of the vapor, collected after 
various durations of time. Red curve 
indicates pH of water remaining in 
the container following boiling. 
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Fig. 14.7  Bubble collapse. Similar 
to Figure 14.6, except that one 
bubble pops spontaneously. Note the 
dispersal of the zone of high radiant 
energy. Scale in °C.
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Fig. 14.8  Droplet EZ interacting with 
surface EZ. Opposite charges attract 
and align.

Fig. 14.9  Droplet adhesion through 
zippering. Through local attractive 
forces, droplet EZ coalesces with 
surface EZ, forming a flat bottom.
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The Hydrophilic-Hydrophobic Paradox: How Much Do You Love Your Vesicle?

By now you probably know the terminology: 
Surfaces that spread water are referred to as hydro-
philic, or water loving: the water clings like a lover in 
embrace. By contrast, surfaces that make water bead 
up into droplets are called hydrophobic, or water 
hating: they detest water. Sometimes they detest 
water so intensely that freshly poured water will 
retract by curling into fully spherical balls. A classic 
example of this is the lotus leaf: water dropped onto 
lotus leaves will recoil into spheres, which promptly 
roll off, leaving the leaf dry.

In order to classify one surface from another, 
scientists employ an artifice based on droplet shape. 
If the droplet remains spherical, then the surface is 
classified as hydrophobic; if the droplet spreads out 
(forming EZ layers), then the surface is classified as 
hydrophilic. That’s simple enough. However, a con-
founding issue is that droplet shape most often lies 
somewhere in between those two extremes (see 
figure). The droplet will generally retain a roughly 
spherical shape, but with some lateral spread and 
flattened bottom (center panel). 

The accepted solution to the classification prob-
lem lies in specifying the degree of hydrophilicity. 
Consistent geometry makes this possible: The bottom 

of the vesicle flattens against the surface; flattening 
permits easy construction of tangents, which in turn 
allows you to define a contact angle. Smaller con-
tact angles denote more hydrophilicity (left); larger 
angles denote more hydrophobicity (right).

Why contact angle is a reasonable measure 
of hydrophilicity can now be appreciated. If the 
material is very hydrophilic with a highly charged 
EZ, then the zippering capacity will be high; the 
droplet will flatten maximally, yielding a small 
contact angle (left). If EZ charges are sparser, then 
the modest drawing force will produce a more 
limited flattening (center). And if the material 
is hydrophobic and no EZ forms at all, then no 
flattening can take place — in which case the 
contact angle will be large (right panel). So the 
contact-angle classification follows reasonably 
from this basic understanding.

This explanation of relative hydrophilicity implies 
something useful to remember: hydrophobicity is 
nothing more than the absence of hydrophilicity; 
i.e., hydrophobic surfaces fail to interact significant-
ly with water to form EZs. Hydrophobicity is there-
fore not a characteristic in and of itself; it merely
reflects the absence of another characteristic.

Droplet shape for extremely 
hydrophilic surface (left), 
intermediate surface (middle), 
and extremely hydrophobic 
surface (right). Contact angle 
is often used as a measure of 
surface hydrophilicity. hydrophobichydrophilic
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Fig. 14.10  High-speed video images 
of droplet fusion. See text for 
description.
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Fig. 14.11  Compound vesicles:  
droplets within a bubble. The large 
droplet at the lower left resulted 
from the fusion of smaller droplets. 
Incompletely fused droplets may 
explain the observed concavities.
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Vesicles meet.

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

Vesicles fuse; EZ thickens.
Multiple fusions increase volume.

Vesicle expands from high
energy input; vesicle transitions
into bubble, with vapor inside.

Bubbles meet.

Bubbles fuse; multiple
fusions increase volume.

Filled with vapor, large bubbles
break through the surface.

Vesicles meet.i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

Vesicles fuse; EZ thickens.
Multiple fusions increase volume.

Vesicle expands from high
energy input; vesicle transitions
into bubble, with vapor inside.

Bubbles meet.

Bubbles fuse; multiple
fusions increase volume.

Filled with vapor, large bubbles
break through the surface.

Fig. 14.12  The processes leading to 
boiling during high radiant energy 
input.

Fig. 15.1  Vapor rises in a series of 
puffs and thin streams.
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Fig. 15.2  Examples of vapor rising 
from warm water. The white rings 
represent high concentrations  
of vesicles, which form the  
visible vapor.

62
1 cm

63

64

65 °C

Fig. 15.3  Infrared image of a  
dish of warm water, taken from 
above. Equivalent temperature  
scale at right.
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Fig. 15.4  Infrared camera 
recordings of water surface patterns 
at a series of temperatures.

35° 45° 55° 65° 75 °C 

Fig. 15.5  Mosaic pattern in a pot 
of warm water (top) and in a cup of 
warm water (bottom). Photos taken 
with ordinary cameras.
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Fig. 15.6  Mosaic pattern seen using 
low-angle visible light.

Fig. 15.7  Warm miso soup with 
visible mosaic pattern.

Fig. 15.8  Mosaic pattern visible in 
cold mixture of milk (1% butterfat) 
and almond milk.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15.9  Incipient mosaic patterns. 
(a) Warm water poured into a
container. Close inspection of upper
right part of the image shows that
the mosaic rings are formed out of
individual vesicles. (b) Tap water,
60 °C, run slowly into a clear bowl.
A black cloth placed beneath the
bowl enhances contrast. Vesicles
accumulate near boundaries, leaving
the cells relatively empty.
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1 cm

1 cm

Fig. 15.10  Vapor above warm water. 
Illumination is set to reveal the 
vapor’s vesicular nature.

Fig. 15.11  Oblique and side views 
of warm water obtained with an 
infrared camera. Downward project-
ing lines are evident.
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Fig. 15.12  Circulatory flows 
observed in warm water. Downward 
flows concentrate next to the mosaic 
boundaries.
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Fig. 15.13  Negatively charged 
vesicles are repelled from the 
surface of the earth.

EARTH

Fig. 15.14  Niagara Falls. Note the 
ever-present cloud of water droplets 
rising upward.
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Vesicle Charge and the Kelvin Water-Dropper

Zap! An electrical discharge between two metal 
containers of water, both filled from same water 
source. Weird — but that’s the Kelvin water dropper 
demonstration (Chapter 1). The observable discharge 
bespeaks the falling droplets’ ability to carry charge.

Here’s how that discharge works. Suppose the 
first falling droplet happens to contain just a trace 
of net charge, let’s say negative. If that droplet 
falls into the left bucket, then the left bucket will 
gain a trace of negative charge.

Now in the Kelvin experiment, all buckets and 
rings are metallic; they conduct. If the left container 
acquires a negative charge, then the right ring will 
also be negatively charged (see diagram). The 
right ring’s negative charge — here’s the key 
— will induce equal and opposite charge on the 
incipient water droplet hanging just above. 
(Induction of opposite charge comes from basic 
electrostatics.) The tip of that drop of water, 
about to fall, will therefore become positively 
charged. When the drop falls into the right 
bucket, that right bucket will gain a trace of 
positive charge.

The right bucket’s positive charge will in turn 
confer positivity onto the left ring, which induces 
negativity in the water column just above. So the next 
droplet to fall on the left will bear a negative charge.

Thus, every drop falling into the left bucket will 
contribute negative charge while every droplet 
falling into the right bucket will contribute positive 
charge. As charge builds in each bucket, and hence 
each ring, the induction effect will grow stronger. 
Eventually, the buckets become so highly charged 
that they discharge via an arc between the buckets.

Apart from the impressive zap, the droplets’ 
dynamic behavior offers a sideshow. Droplets 
sense the increasing charge and begin deflecting 
away from the bucket. The droplets may even rise 
upward, often missing the target bucket altogether 
(see figure below). This makes it clear that charge 
effects can be strong enough to defy gravity.

This latter observation lends support to the 
notion that the rise of vesicles from warm water 
may be electrostatically driven. Electrical forces 
can evidently propel droplets upward.

Droplets falling into the bucket of the Kelvin apparatus, 
illuminated with red light. When bucket water acquires 
sufficient charge, falling droplets are repelled upward.
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Fig. 15.15  Ordinary window screens 
reduce moist air flow more than 
anticipated.

Fig. 15.16  Bug-screen analogy. Even 
though the boundary is massively 
large, its presence slows down  
passing golf balls.
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Fig. 15.17  Simplified schematic of 
possible gas linkages (not to scale). 
Protons might link electronegative 
sites on oxygen and nitrogen, creat-
ing stoichiometric linkages such as 
the one shown. The actual number 
of molecules would be larger.

O

N

N

N

N

nitrogen

proton

oxygen

Fig. 15.18  Vesicles might loosely link 
oxygen-nitrogen complexes to form 
a continuous structure. 

vesicle

vesicle
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Fig. 15.19  Earth-atmosphere 
coupling. The atmosphere moves 
together with the earth’s surface 
(top). In the absence of coupling 
between air molecules, the atmo-
sphere might not move much at all 
(bottom). An earthbound observer 
would then detect an east-to-west 
wind of high velocity all the time.
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Fig. 16.1  Evidence of water’s high 
surface tension.

water and microspheres

airmeniscus

clear zone

5 mm

Fig. 16.2  Clear zone near the top of 
a microsphere suspension in a cham-
ber built of two parallel glass slides, 
sealed at left, right, and bottom.
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2 mm

Fig. 16.3  Glass probe lowered to 
touch the top surface of water. 
Thickness of EZ is hardly altered by 
that mechanical perturbation or by 
the probe’s sideways movement.
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container
EZ

bulk water

Fig. 16.4  Looking down at the 
mosaic surface structure. When 
viewed from the side, this structure 
may appear as a clear zone at the 
top, especially if bulk water openings 
are relatively small.
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Fig. 16.5  Vertical profiles in the 
ocean. Temperature, dissolved oxy-
gen, and salinity profiles, measured 
at Baltic Sea station, 26 May, 1979.
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Fig. 16.6  Tsunami dynamics with an 
elastic surface sheet. An upswell will 
draw the elastic sheet seaward, as 
observed.
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Fig. 16.7  Ferry in Puget Sound 
approaching Seattle. Note the 
long-lasting trail behind. Courtesy, 
Michael Raghunath.

Fig. 16.8  Cohesion prevents the boat 
from sinking. 

Fig. 16.9  EZ layers provide cohesion 
and upward thrust, helping to keep 
the ship afloat.

Fig. 16.10  Caught mysteriously 
in the clutches of the Bermuda 
Triangle? (Artist rendering.)
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Fig. 16.12  Balance of forces in 
the conventional formulation. The 
upward pull of surface tension 
balances the weight of the water 
column suspended beneath.

Fig. 16.11  Example of capillary 
action.

tensiontension

weight
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Fig. 16.13  Proposed mechanism of capillary 
rise. Positive charges from above pull 
negative surface layer upward (top); and 
positive charges from below push upward on 
hydronium ions concentrated immediately 
beneath the surface layer. Both forces may 
drive the rise of water.

pull

push
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meniscus

protonated
area

21

23

25

27

31

49

Fig. 16.14  Infrared image of water 
rising in a square capillary tube. 
Note the hot spot just beneath  
the meniscus. Scale in °C.

EZ

xylem

4 µm

Fig. 16.15  Cryo scanning electron 
microscope image of ink particles 
infused into xylem. Particles concen-
trate in the center and are excluded 
from the zone near the walls. 
Courtesy Martin Canny. 

Fig. 16.16  Water droplets falling 
onto water. Under appropriate 
conditions, droplets can persist for 
some time before coalescing with 
the water below.
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Fig. 16.17  Several stages of 
water droplet dissolution in 
water. Numbers indicate time 
from when the droplet lands, in 
milliseconds.
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(a) EZ structure

(b) protons introduced

(c) layers align to form ice

Fig. 17.1  Transition from EZ (a) to ice. 
The transition requires protons (b) and 
planar shift (c). (The ice planes are not 
flat because of local attractions and 
repulsions.)
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Fig. 17.2  Energetic aspects of the 
transition from EZ water to ice. 
The required energy comes from 
separated protons.
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crystal
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water
drop

Nafion

0.5 mm

cooling
plate

Nafion

water drop
field of view

-4 °C -3 °C -2 °C -1 °C

Fig. 17.3  Sequential progression of 
droplet freezing on a cold plate, as 
recorded by an infrared camera. The 
droplet sits beside a strip of Nafion. 
Region of freezing begins in the EZ 
next to Nafion (left, white dot) and 
tends to propagate most rapidly 
along the EZ (arrow, right panel).

EZ microspheres
Fig. 17.4  Cooling apparatus for 
exploring the relation between EZ 
and ice formation.
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Fig. 17.5  Spectrometer readings 
obtained from just-melted water. 
The 270 nm peak is consistently 
present. 
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water

ice water

pyroelectric material

negatively charged

positively charged

Fig. 17.6  Pyroelectric experiments. 
Negative charge retards ice forma-
tion, while positive charge promotes 
ice formation.
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BEGINNING TO FREEZE

pH = 3

pH = 7

ROOM TEMPERATURE

waterice

co
ol

in
g 

pl
at

e
Fig. 17.7  Water containing diluted 
pH dye. pH values refer to the  
chambers’ peripheries.

Fig. 17.8  Color of pH-sensitive dye 
during freezing. Deep orange color 
indicates low pH and hence abun-
dant protons.

drop
Fig. 17.9  Sequence of color change 
during freezing of a droplet on a 
cooled surface. Orange color shows 
the concentration of near-surface 
protons as the drop began to freeze.
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0 °C

1 °C

-1 °C

-2 °C

-3 °C

-4 °C

-5 °C

Fig. 17.10  Infrared emission from 
a water droplet during freezing on 
a cold surface. The droplet emits 
a brief flash of infrared light as it 
freezes (top to bottom). Frame times 
in seconds: 3.3, 29.0, 29.3, 30.0. 
Equivalent temperature scale is 
shown at right.
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Fig. 17.11  Only protons are small 
enough to penetrate into the EZ 
lattice.

EZ pull

hydronium push

Fig. 17.12  Forces exerted on a 
near-EZ hydronium ion. EZ negativity 
pulls on the proton (left) while many 
bulk-water hydronium ions push 
(right), eventually dislodging it from 
the parent water molecule. Once 
dislodged, the proton can easily 
penetrate into the negative EZ.
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Fig. 17.13  Cooperative nature of 
ice formation. EZ configuration 
shown at left. In newly created ice 
layer (middle), oxygen’s negative 
charge shifts upward (box), attract-
ing incoming protons. This shift 
occurs in the three planar oxygen 
atoms juxtaposed to oxygen atoms 
beneath. Incoming protons settle at 
those three points (right), setting the 
stage for the next ice layer.
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EZ

(a)

(b)

EZ

ice

Fig. 17.14  Ice formation in natural 
bodies of water. Infrared energy 
from the warmer water beneath 
builds the surface EZ and separates 
charge (a). Invading protons create 
ice (b). Ice thickens as the process 
continues. 
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Fig. 17.15  Rock candy. Immersed 
strings serve as nucleation sites for 
sugar crystal growth. The sugar 
solution is first heated; then, as the 
solution cools, the crystals form.

Fig. 17.16  Water bridge between 
two beakers. Bridge has a near-cylin-
drical cross section that comprises 
an annulus and a core, which cannot 
be distinguished in this optical 
image. Bridge length approximately 
3 cm.
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Why is Water’s Density Highest at 4 °C? 

As water cools, its density changes. Scientists still 
have not explained why water’s density should be 
highest at 4 °C. What’s magical about that number?

Cooled water may contain several phases, each 
with a different density (panel a). Since EZ water is 
denser than bulk water (Chapters 3, 4), and 
bulk water is denser than ice (which floats on 
water), the relative amount of each phase matters. 
To compute overall density, you need to know 
how much of each phase resides in the container.

Suppose a container of water is gradually 
cooled. Infrared gradients increase IR 
throughput, which builds EZ content (Fig. 17.4); 
with a continu-ally growing EZ fraction, the 
volume progressively shrinks (panel b). You might 
say the overall density has increased.

When cooling reaches a threshold, those EZs 
may begin transforming into ice. The transition may 
initially occur in localized regions, where proton 
concentration exceeds a threshold; patches of ice 

may begin replacing EZs. Since ice is considerably 
bulkier than EZ water, the overall volume may begin 
increasing. The temperature at which this begins 
can be estimated. If the massive freeze occurs near 0 
°C under standard conditions, then patchy ice might 
begin forming a few degrees higher — plausibly 2 
to 3 °C. Thus, 4 °C would be the temperature of 
minimum volume (third image, panel b). There, the 
density would be highest.

(b)

4 °C

(a)

EZ bulk ice

WATER’S VOLUME:
(per unit mass)  
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Fig. 17.17  The ice formation 
 mechanism. Cooling occurs from 
the left. IR passes from right to left 
through the EZ. This passage widens 
the EZ and separates increasing 
amounts of positive and negative 
charge. Charge invasion creates ice.
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s c i e n c e d w e l l i n g p l a c e

tree of knowledge

Fig. 18.1  Science today focuses 
mainly on the twigs of the tree 
of knowledge, attempting to add 
incremental detail. It assumes that 
supporting limbs are robust.

ice EZ water vapor

Fig. 18.2  Water’s four phases.
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Fig. 18.3  The water battery.

Fig. 18.4  The main source of 
electromagnetic energy on earth.
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Fig. 18.5  Mediated attraction of 
likes by unlikes.

Fig. 18.6  Bringing hidden principles 
to light.
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